
as long as you have your imagination,
youʻre never really alone  

inklings tm

for your                          only...please keep confidential.  Thank you, inklings team. 



The time for wanting to fit in is over...  



...welcome to the days of standing out.  



there s̒ no better way to introduce our 
#infantnovels and stuffed toys

than by using an actual infant novel 
to show how inklings stands out

from other brands



From cave to crib, a quest through time.
inklings

presenting



In the dawn of time, the first stuffed animals were
created to keep cave babies happy while their parents

fended off sabretooth tigers with clubs.



These innovative and adorable cushy creatures were
perfect for snuggling on a rock bed or to keep you

warm while waiting for fire to be invented.



Since that time, not much has changed.  
Generation through generation, the once innovative toys

became stale and basic.



Endless fuzzy, dead eyed soft faces lining
aisles of the stores, one blending into the next.  

No recognizable distinction, a world of stuffed boredom.
A nightmare of plush!



That all stops now!
We were made to be individuals and

our stuffed toys should be too.



Say hello to the toy your baby would design if they had
the small motor skills and attention span.



our values...

imagination
Because as long as you have your imagination, you’re never really alone.

diversity
If everyone were the same, the world would be a very boring place.

gender inclusiveness
Who said pink is for girls and blue is for boys?  Not us, our products are for everyone.

humor
We’re not doing rocket science.  We are making #infantnovels and toys for babies.

uniqueness
Basic is boring, we like strange and unusual, because we ourselves are strange and unusual.



Who are inklings friends?

millenials grandparents cool aunt/uncle

why join the inkling’s gang?
because we at inklings know that you are

as forward thinking and nostalgic as we are

According to a 2004 study by University of Washington and University of Oregon 
psychologists, by age seven, 65% of children have had an imaginary companion at some point.




